
1. Introduction
Sliding of glacial ice over its base is typically the dominant flow mechanism of glaciers and ice sheets. The 
term “sliding” is often used in a loose sense to include the deformation of “soft” till beds and the differential 
motion between basal ice and underlying bedrock. The amount of sliding controls fast (Clarke, 1987) and 
slow (Maier et al., 2019) ice flow regimes. Sliding variations are powerful enough to halt, or even reverse, 
ice stream flow (Conway et al., 2002) or rupture ice tongues, leading to massive ice avalanches (Faillettaz 
et al., 2015; Kääb et al., 2018). Nevertheless, sliding mechanisms remain elusive, leading to uncertain pre-
dictions of ice sheet motion and stability, and ultimately sea level rise (Alley et al., 2005; Huybrechts, 2002; 
Meier et al., 2007; Ritz et al., 2015).

The traditional view on basal sliding was introduced by Weertman (1957) who considered a frictionless 
glacier bed, whose far-field shear resistance arises from normal forces on undeformable bed undulations. 
Sliding thus occurs via regelation and enhanced deformation around stiff bed obstacles. Later modifications 
to this theory accounted for water-filled cavities at the lee sides of bed undulations (Gagliardini et al., 2007; 
Iken, 1981; Schoof, 2005) to explain observed ice flow acceleration in response to melt production (e.g., Bart-
holomew et al., 2010; Harper et al., 2007; Maier et al., 2019, and references therein). For fast ice stream flow 
over till beds, a combination of true sliding over the till surface and pervasive till deformation dominate 
over traditional Weertman-type sliding (Engelhardt & Kamb, 1998; Iverson et al., 2003; Tulaczyk, 1999). As 
till pore pressures control plastic yield stresses, basal motion for deformable beds also depends on meltwater 
supply (Bougamont et al., 2014; Iverson, 2010; Walter et al., 2014).

Abstract Sliding of glacial ice over its base is typically described by a frictionless or slowly 
deforming bed. This view is challenged by recent seismic observations of stick-slip motion at the ice-
bed interface. We revisit a high-frequency (20–35 Hz) harmonic tremor recorded on Gornergletscher, 
Switzerland. In contrast to previous interpretation in terms of glaciohydraulic tremor, we present evidence 
for superimposed stick-slip episodes as tremor sources: we locate the tremor source with matched 
field processing polarity optimization, which allows for azimuthal polarity patterns associated with 
nonisotropic moment tensors and yields a tremor source clustering near the glacier bed. Our analysis 
confirms an S wave radiation pattern in agreement with a double-couple source derived from ice sliding 
over bedrock and explains our tremor observations in terms of glacier stick-slip motion. Adding to 
observations of stick-slip tremor beneath polar ice streams, this first report on stick-slip tremor beneath 
Alpine ice favors widespread seismogenic glacier sliding.

Plain Language Summary For many years, researchers have observed cryoseismic stick-slip 
tremor exclusively in Antarctica. Stick-slip tremor is due to small repeating slip events at the glacier bed 
as a glacier advances downstream. This type of tremor is a telltale sign of what is happening at the ice-bed 
interface and indicates frictional sliding. Here, we present first evidence for stick-slip tremor at an Alpine 
glacier—Gornergletscher, Switzerland. We identify indicators in the seismic signature and apply data 
processing techniques that reveal that the creeping glacier sole moves under the influence of gravity and 
irregularly rubs over a sticky area at the bed.
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The ideas of frictionless beds or deforming till layers make theoretical descriptions of basal stresses tracta-
ble and still influence modern sliding theories (e.g., Schoof, 2005; Zoet & Iverson, 2020). However, in recent 
years, observations of seismogenesis at the ice-bed interface showed that glacier sliding is not a smooth pro-
cess at all locations as expected for Weertman-type frictionless sliding or deformable beds. Instead, episodes 
of sudden glacier slip that emit seismic waves testify to frictional processes, analogous to tectonic faults, 
and cannot be explained by slow ice regelation and creep or till deformation (overviews on glacial stick-slip 
motion are given in Podolskiy and Walter [2016] and Aster and Winberry [2017]). Seismic magnitudes of 
stick-slip events are highly variable, with negative magnitudes corresponding to microseismic earthquakes 
beneath Alpine glaciers (e.g., Helmstetter et al., 2015; Walter et al., 2020) and up to magnitude seven events 
beneath Antarctic ice streams (Wiens et al., 2008). Microseismic stick-slip events, in particular, seem to be 
a widespread and potentially ubiquitous form of basal sliding.

Microseismic stick-slip events often cluster in distinct basal regions, which exhibit frictional properties that 
favor unstable sliding (Lipovsky et al., 2019; Zoet et al., 2020). In some cases, slip failure occurs successively, 
giving rise to tremor-type signals (e.g., McBrearty et al., 2020; Winberry et al., 2014) whose frequency peaks 
are related to the inverse of interevent times (Lipovsky & Dunham, 2016). Such superimposed stick-slip 
events can account for slip displacement measurable at the ice surface and thus likely play a central role in 
ice flow. In principle, stick-slip tremor should be easily detectable with conventional on-ice seismometers. 
However, other sustained cryoseismic sources, in particular englacial water flow, often mask stick-slip trem-
or (Eibl et al., 2020; McBrearty et al., 2020; Röösli et al., 2014). The manifestation of frictional sliding in the 
form of microseismic stick-slip tremor may therefore be overlooked.

Here, we present evidence for stick-slip tremor beneath Gornergletscher, a Swiss Alpine glacier. We revisit 
a microseismic tremor episode, which has previously been classified as a hydraulic process related to the 
subglacial drainage of a nearby glacier-dammed lake (Heeszel et al., 2014). However, using novel processing 
of coherent tremor waves, we show that the tremor source is best explained by shear ruptures describing 
repeated stick-slip motion at the ice-bed interface.

2. Seismic Monitoring and Lake Drainage on Gornergletscher
Located in the Canton Valais, Gornergletscher is Switzerland's second largest glacier, flowing from above 
4,500 m to below 2,300 m over a length of about 12 km. The glacier has been continuously retreating over 
a distance of 3 km since the end of the Little Ice Age in 1870, and to date, the tongue of Gornergletscher 
is almost exclusively fed by the main tributary Grenzgletscher (GLAMOS, 2017). In the near future, the 
Gornergletscher tributary is expected to detach entirely from the tongue (Figure 1a).

At the Gornergletscher/Grenzgletscher confluence, lake Gornersee regularly forms with the advent of the 
melt season. Currently, as a result of sustained surface melt, the lake basin is shallow and poorly defined, ex-
tending over several kilometers in the Gornergletscher/Grenzgletscher confluence area (VAW, unpublished 
information). Until a few years ago, however, the glacier surface formed a basin, which on the western and 
eastern sides consisted of ice and rock, respectively. The lake basin used to fill with several million cubic 
meters of water, which typically drained subglacially in June or July over only a few days (Huss et al., 2007; 
Werder et al., 2009). Such drastic drainages of ice-dammed water bodies result from melt enlargement of 
englacial and subglacial channels as water dissipates frictional heat when flowing through ice-walled con-
duits (Roberts et al., 2000).

In 2007, the lake had a volume of 3.7 × 106 m3 and drainage started on July 4, 2007 as the lake water over-
spilled into a nearby glacier moulin (Figure 1a, inset). The water discharge accelerated when lake water 
also found its way into an englacial channel (within ∼3 days of initial overspill). The drainage then pro-
ceeded over ∼2 weeks (July 4–15, 2007), switching between periods of reduced discharge when the lake 
level dropped beneath an englacial channel entry and periods of accelerated discharge when new fractures 
established connections to the glacier drainage system (see Werder et al., 2009, for further details on the 
2007 drainage). The 2007 drainage was monitored with glaciological measurements (active chemical trac-
ers, surface displacement, and borehole pressure) and an eight-station seismic network (Figure 1a) docu-
mented in Werder et al. (2009) and Garcia et al. (2019). Here, we focus on data from six of the eight seismic 
stations (G7J1, G7J2, G7J4, G7J5, G7J6, and G7J8), which where shallow (<2 m depth) borehole geophones 
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with 8 Hz natural frequency. Stations G7J3 and G7J7 were excluded from the analysis as both had a higher 
natural sensor frequency (28 Hz), which resulted in poor sensitivity to signals analyzed in this study. More-
over, G7J7 was installed at a depth of 122 m.

As in previous years, the 2007 Gornersee drainage affected glacial microseismic activity near the glacier sur-
face and its bed (Garcia et al., 2019; Heeszel et al., 2014; Walter, 2009; Walter et al., 2008). During the 2007 
lake drainage, a multihour harmonic tremor signal was discovered on July 13, 2007 (Figures 1b and 1c). The 
tremor, which was previously interpreted in terms of hydraulic fracture resonances (Heeszel et al., 2014), 
starts around 07:00 a.m. local time with high energy, about 30 dB above the noise level. Over the course 
of the day, the energy maximum glides smoothly from higher toward lower frequencies within minutes to 
hours (Figure 1c). In contrast to the distinct spectral signature, in the time domain, the tremor is hidden in 
the broadband glacial background noise (Figures 1b and S1).

3. Tremor Analysis
3.1. Matched Field Processing

We analyze the gliding harmonic tremor from July 13, 2007 using signals from the 6.8 Hz sensors. As a gen-
eralized beamforming method, we apply matched field processing (MFP) with spherical wave fronts, which 
yields the location of a seismic noise source by matching the coherent spectra within a sensor network to 
theoretical spectra called “replica vectors” (see supporting information S1 and Baggeroer et al. [1993] for an 
overview on MFP). Following previous studies (Walter, 2009; Walter et al., 2015), we assume a homogene-
ous ice medium for the replica vector calculation.

Conventional MFP assumes that a source emits identical elastic wave phases over the focal sphere in order 
to match the uniform replica wave polarities. In seismology, this applies to sources whose isotropic moment 
tensor component dominates over the deviatoric component in the sense that signal polarity is independ-
ent of the ray directions of emitted seismic waves (e.g., Julian et al., 1998). Shear ruptures represented by 
double-couple moment tensors, on the other hand, emit seismic waves, whose polarity depends on the ray 
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Figure 1. (a) Overview map showing Gornergletscher, Grenzgletscher, and the location of the seismic array (white triangles) used for monitoring lake 
Gornersee's drainage from May 25 to July 22, 2007 (CH1903 Swiss Grid coordinates. UTM coordinates for station G7J1: 407,410 m Easting, 5,091,352 m 
Northing [32 T]). The red dot indicates the position of the glacier moulin and the blue line the outline of Gornersee at its highest level in 2007. (b) Day-long 
seismic record at station G7J1 (band pass filtered between 5 and 45 Hz). (c) Spectrogram at station G7J1 showing the observed harmonic tremor. Spectrogram 
was computed using a 10-s window with 50% overlap.
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angle with respect to the rupture geometry (Aki & Richards, 2002). Applying conventional MFP to signals 
from double-couple sources will therefore result in destructive interference between observed signals and 
replica vectors. This compromises MFP performance and inhibits location by lowering the “beampower,” 
the measure of signal coherence determined by MFP. To account for mixed polarity signals, we propose a 
polarity optimization by exhaustively testing all combinations of original and inverted signals. This optimi-
zation requires an extra step in the grid search: for every geographic grid point Δx, Δy, and Δz and each array 
element i from M sensors, the trace di(t) is multiplied by −1 (or phase shifted by π in the Fourier domain, 
di(ω)). If stacking the inverted trace leads to a higher beampower (Equation 3, supporting information), the 
trace is considered “inverted.” For the “correct” polarity combination of all traces, the MFP beampower is 
maximized, that is, we have optimized the MFP. In such a routine, the MFP output is optimized iteratively 
for every station at each grid point by flipping stations with polarities opposite to the replica vector. Finally, 
double-couple sources can be located properly and the optimization can actually define the radiation pat-
tern for the rupture geometry (supporting information S3 and Figure S2).

3.2. MFP Implementation

Vertical-component seismic data on July 12 and 13, 2007 were band pass filtered between 15 and 25 Hz 
using a second-order Butterworth filter and processed with MFP applied to a 15-min sliding window. Each 
15 min observation period is split into 1 min subwindows, whose amplitudes are normalized with respect 
to the traces maxima. The subwindows are then used to calculate the average stack of the cross-spectral 
density matrix for the observation period (supporting information S1 and Equation 1). The array geometry 
limits the analysis to a minimum wavelength of 160 m, based on the theoretical array response defined by 
Wathelet et al. (2008) (Figure S3). Assuming an S wave velocity of 1,800 m/s yields a high-frequency limit 
of 11.25 Hz for array analysis, whereas the tremor shows high energy between 20 and 35 Hz. We chose the 
band of 15–25 Hz for our analysis because lower frequencies (5–15 Hz) lack energy and clear phase onsets 
in cross correlations (Figure S4), while higher frequencies are too far from the resolvable range considering 
the theoretical array response. In order to suppress side lobes in the MFP due to spatial aliasing, we stack 
MFPs for 50 equally spaced frequencies over the 15–25 Hz band. As the location of the side lobes in the 
MFP output is frequency dependent, the stacking suppresses the side lobes and amplifies the true maxi-
mum, which is not frequency dependent in a homogeneous medium (Kværna & Doornbos, 1986). This is 
confirmed by synthetic tests based on elastic wavefield modeling showing that our array is indeed capable of 
correctly locating 15–25 Hz signals (supporting information S2 and Figure S5). Moreover, source locations 
for the 15–25 Hz band cluster in space compared to lower or higher frequencies. These locations seem to be 
fairly well resolved, even up to 30 Hz, regarding the beampower, while a resolution loss is indicated above 
30 Hz (Figure S6).

The MFP grid spacing was set to Δx, Δy, and Δz = 5 m, the grid dimensions to 700 × 700 × 250 m (x, y, 
z) with the array centered at the surface. An additional inversion for the seismic velocity was bound by 
cmin = 1,600 m/s (slightly below Rayleigh wave velocity in ice) and cmax = 2,000 m/s (slightly above S wave 
velocity in ice, Podolskiy & Walter,  2016) and using increments of 10  m/s. MFP was first computed in 
the conventional way using the phase-match replica and the Bartlett processor (Equations 2 and 3 in the 
supporting information) and MFP polarity optimization in a second step. The optimization procedure is 
demonstrated in the time domain for one exemplary short-duration impulsive tremor signal (display win-
dow of 2 s) in Figure 2.

4. Results and Discussion
The epicenters derived from the conventional MFP and the MFP polarity optimization are presented in Fig-
ures 3a and 3b) (and overlain in Figure 3c) and are color coded with respect to their time window with hour 
0 corresponding to 07:00 a.m. on July 13, 2007 (for source depth and velocity color-codes, see Figure S7). 
Prior to the tremor onset (gray scale), conventional MFP leads to source locations that form small local 
clusters at the surface of the glacier. In the very beginning of the tremor (hour 0), the sources form a linear 
feature to the northwest of the array. Near the end of the tremor, a cluster of sources in the central part of 
the array evolves. These locations range in depth between 0 and 150 m. In addition to these larger clus-
ters, smaller local clusters mostly occur in the near-surface environment of the array. However, the linear 
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feature moves to a depth of about 60–80 m over time. Lastly, the central cluster contains both shallow and 
deep sources down to 150 m. The velocity generally ranges between 1,620 and 1,760 m/s, with most of the 
sources having velocities within the lower two thirds of this range (Figure S8). Shallow clusters are mostly 
characterized by lower velocities, while deeper clusters (especially the one in the central part of the array) 
have values up to 1,760 m/s. This is likely related to the MFP being dominated by strong Rayleigh waves for 
the shallow events, which travel at around 92% of the shear wave velocity in a homogeneous medium (Aki 
& Richards, 2002).

In contrast to conventional MFP, MFP polarity optimization indicates a large cluster of sources to the north-
east (NE) of the array during most of the tremor period. Before (gray) and at the very end of the tremor 
(shades of dark blue), the sources scatter across the array, forming small local clusters as well as contribut-
ing to a central cluster, which was also observed with conventional MFP. All sources range in depth between 
0 and 250 m, with the NE cluster predominantly characterized by greater depths between 150 and 250 m. 
The velocities are generally higher within the cluster as well. They mostly lie around 1,760 m/s and reach 
up to 1,820 m/s. Most other sources located near the glacier surface are characterized by velocities between 
1,630 and 1,760 m/s. In the following, we will refer to the sources clustering to the NE and characterized 
by high velocities, as well as greater source depth, as “the tremor cluster” (July 13, 2007, 07:00 a.m.–05:00 
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Figure 2. MFP polarity optimization for one stack (1 min) during one observation period (10:00–10:15 a.m. on July 13, 2007) during the tremor occurrence. (a) 
Exemplary tremor signal (display window of 2 s) within one stack. The stack was band pass filtered between 15 and 25 Hz using a second-order Butterworth 
filter and normalized to the amplitude maximum. Sensor 4 (G7J4) was lacking data during the display window. (b) Synthetic replica vector computed for the 
source location of the MFP maximum of the respective observation period at x, y, z = 595, 600, 150 m and velocity c = 1,770 m/s. (c) Cross correlation of (a) 
and (b). (d) MFP polarity optimization (see supporting information for synthetic example, Figure S2). The polarity of two stations (G7J1, G7J6) was flipped 
to enhance the MFP beampower. (e) Comparison of the beampower (stacked cross-correlation functions) of conventional MFP (c) in blue and MFP polarity 
optimization (d) in red. MFP, matched field processing.

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(e)
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p.m., 40 observation windows). For 35 of the 40 observation windows (87.5%), we observe the same polarity 
optimization with inverted polarities at stations G7J1 and G7J6 (Figure 2).

The epicentral locations of conventional MFP and MFP polarity optimization are similar for about two-
thirds of the considered time span. However, clear differences exist during the tremor occurrence with 
sources from conventional MFP predominantly clustering toward the NW (linear feature) and sources from 
MFP polarity optimization clustering toward the NE (“tremor cluster,” Figure 3c). Figure 3d compares the 
evolution of the beampower; a similar trend in beampower is observed before the tremor. However, fol-
lowing the onset of the tremor (hour 0), the conventional MFP beampower decreases from ∼52 dB down 
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Figure 3. Source location maps from conventional MFP (a) and MFP polarity optimization (b); dots represent source 
locations (beampower maximum) of one observation period (15 min) during 2 days (July 12 and 13, 2007), 192 
observation windows in total. Epicenters are color coded with respect to their time window with hour 0 being at 07:00 
a.m., July 13, 2007; triangles represent seismic stations. (c) Epicenters derived from conventional MFP (blue) and MFP 
polarity optimization (red). (d) Beampower as a function of time of the epicenters displayed in (c). (e) Source locations 
from MFP polarity optimization plotted together with the ice surface (blue) and the bedrock topography (gray). Tremor 
cluster locations (July 13, 2007, 07:00 a.m.–05:00 p.m., 40 observation windows) are color coded by time in shades of 
red; the remaining 152 locations before and after the tremor are indicated by black dots (shallow depths). Triangles 
represent seismic stations with G7J1 and G7J6 (bold outline) being the inverted stations, that is, the polarity was flipped 
for 35 of the 40 observation windows during the tremor (87.5%, Figure 2). The beach ball shows the P wave radiation for 
the focal mechanism derived from the ice flow direction and the bedrock topography, independent of the seismic data 
(supporting information S4 and Figure S10) assuming stick-slip motion at the average tremor cluster location (black X). 
Dot and cross (yellow) show the two nodal points coinciding with the pressure and tension axes of the moment tensor. 
Near these points, polarity changes of S waves are expected (see main text for details). MFP, matched field processing.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)
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to 35 dB, while the beampower of MFP with polarity optimization increases substantially to ∼64 dB. This 
observation indicates that constructive interference of the waveforms occurs in the polarity optimization 
MFP. In addition to the increased beampower, the tremor sources cluster near or below the bed (Figure 3e). 
The averaged coordinates of the cluster (black X) are 628,395, 91,182, and 2,402 m a.s.l. (northing, easting, 
and height above sea level of CH1903 Swiss Grid coordinate system), which is situated about 114 m beneath 
the ice surface and 30 m beneath the estimated bedrock.

The two most important findings among these observations are (1) the optimized MFP analysis identifies 
different polarities for stations G7J1 and G7J6 in the tremor cluster signal and the beampower for these 
flipped polarity solutions is substantially enhanced with respect to the conventional MFP algorithm. (2) The 
optimized MFP locates the tremor cluster close to the ice-rock interface, specifically to within 30 m of the 
radar-derived bed. We now tie these findings into further observations to argue for a stick-slip mechanism 
rather than the hydraulic resonance previously suggested (Heeszel et al., 2014).

The spectral signature supports the stick-slip interpretation of the tremor cluster: as predicted by theory 
(Lipovsky & Dunham, 2016), three dominant resonances near 25, 50, and 75 Hz are evenly spaced near the 
tremor onset (Figure 1c). In contrast, hydraulic resonance frequencies fn, where n is the overtone index, 

tend to follow a nonlinear relation 
3
2

1/nf f n  (Lipovsky & Dunham, 2015). The same argument was em-
ployed by Schöpa et al. (2018) to distinguish stick-slip tremor during the Askja caldera landslide in Iceland 
in 2014 from fluid-induced resonances. In addition, hydraulic tremors have sources with strong isotropic 
components (Röösli et al., 2016), whose signals reside at lower frequencies than those observed in this arti-
cle (Gimbert et al., 2014, 2016; Röösli et al., 2014) and are therefore an unlikely explanation of this tremor.

We next determine the polarization of the coherent signals, which our MFP algorithm optimizes to de-
termine variations in tremor signal polarity. First, the horizontal components of the borehole sensors are 
aligned using linearly polarized P waves of surface crevasse icequakes that have been located based on sur-
face waves (Garcia et al., 2019). We used 10 events, which occurred within 1–2 days of the tremor episode 
and do not observe systematic drifts in geographical orientation of the horizontal axes, which would be 
indicative of sensor rotation within a vertical borehole shaft. Then, following Haney et al. (2020), we esti-
mate the frequency-dependent polarization of tremor signals at each station. This analysis indicates high 
rectilinearity and low ellipticity for the dominant frequencies during the tremor, in agreement with linearly 
polarized body waves originating from a stick-slip source (Figure S9). Moreover, the velocities of around 
1,800 m/s estimated from MFP polarity optimization are in close agreement with previous S wave velocity 
estimates on Gornergletscher (Walter, 2009). Thus, we conclude that the dominant tremor signal consists 
of linearly polarized S waves.

The observation of dominant S waves implies that the moment tensor representing the tremor source has 
a strong deviatoric component, since purely isotropic moment tensors radiate P waves exclusively. In ad-
dition, the optimized MFP analysis determines mixed polarities within the network. This means that the 
radiation pattern of the deviatoric moment tensor component must produce a nodal plane or nodal point, 
which induces S waves whose polarity at G7J1 and G7J6 is opposite compared to the other stations.

In case of a glacier-hydraulic tremor, two moment tensors are reasonable and both have positive entries, 
only, in their diagonalized form: water resonance within a cylindrical conduit (Röösli et al., 2016) and a 
tensile crack representing a fracture resonance (Julian et al., 1998; Lipovsky & Dunham, 2016). Geomet-
ric orientations of these two resonance bodies are difficult to constrain, as both horizontal and vertical 
orientations for englacial conduits (Roberts et al., 2000; Röösli et al., 2016) and tensile fractures (Harper 
et al., 2010; Walter et al., 2010) are possible. Consequently, the moment tensor and its deviatoric component 
giving nodal planes or points, which would explain polarity flips, are difficult to guess for glacier-hydraulic 
resonances.

In contrast to a hydraulic resonance, stick-slip geometry arises naturally when assuming that the fault planes 
are bed-parallel and slip is in the ice sliding direction (Zoet et al., 2012). At the tremor hypocenter, we deter-
mine this stick-slip geometry using bedrock topography derived from radio echo sounding (Huss, 2005; Sug-
iyama et al., 2008) and basal slip calculated with an ice flow model of Gornergletscher (Riesen et al., 2010). 
This results in the double-couple moment tensor with strike  =  161° (measured clockwise from north), 
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dip = 29°, and rake = −49° shown in Figure 3e (see Figure S10 for details on the derivation). As for any 
double-couple source, the S wave radiation pattern of this mechanism has two nodal points coinciding with 
the pressure and tension axes of the moment tensor (Figure 4.6 in Aki & Richards, 2002). Stations projecting 
on opposite sides of these nodal points on the focal sphere will have opposite S-polarization. In the case of 
our derived double-couple mechanism representing bed-parallel sliding, the focal point of the tension axis 
projects directly into the seismic network (Figure 3e) and may thus explain the observed mixed polarities 
(flip at G7J1 and G7J6).

The local rupture direction during stick-slip faulting may deviate to some extent from the overall ice flow 
direction (Anandakrishnan & Bentley, 1993). However, the projection of the focal point within the network 
argues for a double-couple source as an explanation for the observed polarity flip within the seismic network. 
Furthermore, the deviatoric moment tensor component of hydraulic conduit or crack resonances is likely 
dominated by the isotropic component. For example, for the tensile crack, the deviatoric compensated linear 
vector dipole (CLVD) component also emits mixed S-polarities, but for ice, the isotropic component is nearly 
5 times larger than the deviatoric CLVD (Walter et al., 2013). This suggests that a crack source emits substan-
tially more P wave energy than a purely deviatoric double-couple moment tensor representing stick-slip. Our 
observation of dominant S wave energy therefore favors a stick-slip source over a tensile crack mechanism.

5. Conclusion
The investigated microseismic tremor is consistent with a basal source beneath Gornergletscher, Switzer-
land. The time-evolving spectral signature of the tremor points toward a repeating stick-slip mechanism 
rather than a hydraulic resonance. The stick-slip mechanism is also consistent with observed variations in 
signal polarity, bedrock geometry, and basal sliding direction.

Generally, under velocity weakening conditions, frictional sliding can result in sliding instabilities, which 
manifest themselves in discrete rupture events or stick-slip tremor such as found here (Lipovsky & Dun-
ham,  2016). Beneath Antarctica's fast flowing Whillans Ice Stream, stick-slip tremor accompanies regu-
lar large-scale slip episodes, during which the ice stream undergoes most of its displacement (Winberry 
et al., 2013). No such surging behavior was observed for the tremor presented in this study as ice velocities 
measured at several coordinates on Gornergletscher's surface (Garcia et al., 2019) did not reveal an anomaly 
such as a widespread or unusually large flow acceleration (Figure S11). Our tremor seems more similar to 
recent observations at a Greenland ice stream, where stable or discrete stick-slip sliding transitions into 
stick-slip tremor (McBrearty et al., 2020). The authors of the Greenland study explain such transitions in 
terms of strain imbalances or pore water pressure changes at the ice stream bed. These mechanisms could 
also explain the transient nature of the stick-slip tremor of the present study. Subglacial pressure changes, 
in particular, seem a natural explanation in view of the concurrent drainage of lake Gornersee.

The nondetection of large-scale ice flow anomalies furthermore suggests that our stick-slip tremor is a local 
phenomenon of a spatially limited bed region (“sticky spot”), where strain is accumulated and released in 
the form of successive stick-slip failure. To test the hypothesis that the tremor episode investigated here 
was not only a fortuitous observation, analysis of more tremor signals is needed, ideally using networks 
with more sensors and larger apertures (Sergeant et al., 2020). Alternatively, deep borehole seismometers 
installed in the vicinity of the glacier bed may contain records of stick-slip tremors, whose signals are too 
weak to be detected at the surface. Confirmation of our hypothesis would be another piece of evidence for 
ubiquitous seismogenic sliding, whose underlying physics are rooted in frictional processes rather than 
slow ice and bed deformation proposed in traditional theories.
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